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Article 26

m.b.:

Forensics

T

he apparent objectivity of objects is merely a useful facade, their
visibility a deception like that of a citizen planning an escape even
as he carries a flag to the obligatory show of support and wears
the lapel pin of blanket patriotism. The hidden silverware retains a picture of the one who scratched at the dirt with a fork to bury it before
fleeing. The discarded bricks took a handprint with them to the bottom
of the well. If one were to reanimate the seemingly lifeless and inert
objects around us, one would see how exile, insurgency, paramilitaries,
preemption, and intervention trouble the mirror and the goblet, how
turmoil takes the seabed, and the massed bodies point toward both
those accountable and the marked who survived. Were we able to christen the knuckle of a tree or the imprint of a shoe, the vinegar of a dead
crow, a slice of bread... I offer these examples only to reveal the enormity of the task. If the chimes were a weather vane, if the arrow were
a wing, if the calendar were ancient graffiti... The guilt of the survivor
undoes the efficacy of a fallout shelter. To picture a life without friends
is to be bereft in advance. The Apocalypse, don’t miss it. Count on it.
Take it to the bank. All objects are objets d’art.
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